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Crossword masochists: these 45 super-tough puzzles are for you. But bewareâ€”they're so hard,

your brain may go up in flames! Every brilliantly executed crossword will test your skills with

devilishly difficult clues and wickedly tricky themes. There are even explanations for the toughest

clues in the back, along with the answer grids! If you enjoy the Friday and Saturday offerings from

places like the New York Times, you'll love these! Solve with a pen â€¦ if you dare.
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Creative, intriguing puzzles--and very hard indeed, even for this veteran puzzle lover. Now that I'm

old, I often have to google the clues that refer to current music or TV shows or technology, but when

I do, I'm brought a little closer to knowing what my grandchildren know.

This was described on the  webpage as being for "crossword masochists: these 45 super-tough

puzzles are for you. But bewareâ€”they're so hard, your brain may go up in flames!" My brain has

not gone into flames yet but it has come pretty darn close.If you are looking for a challenge then the

Hellaciously Hard Fireball Crosswords: 45 Ultra-Tough Puzzles is the book for you. I have even had

to ask my Dad for help, he is known as having all the useless information that can possibly be held

in a brain is held in his. I will definitely not be putting my answers in pen. I love that this book

challenges me and isn't the same old crossword puzzle book.I love the fast that this is spiral bound.

So many other books are hard to keep open and write on. This is perfect to solve all those

problems.I received this at a discount for and honest and unbiased review. I would recommend this



for anyone looking for a challenge.

Really hard like the title says, but that is why I bought it. Got this for someone that always says all

the crosswords are "easy" and he hasn't been able to solve one without cheating!!! Love it!

I just finished working all but one of these puzzles. They're all satisfyingly difficult, and the only thing

I don't like is that there aren't enough of them..I look forward to this series every year.

I bought this for my wife who is an expert crossword solver and likes her crosswords hard. She

loves it.

The puzzles were definitely difficult, which I prefer - however, a couple of them were a bit off the wall

- the clues and answers didn't make a bit of sense. For only 45 puzzles, even 2-3 that are goofed up

can make this book not worth it. The 3-star rating is generous.

Takes an adjusted mind set to get into these. This is the fourth book in this series and they are all

fun.

These are super hard... so hard I quit and donated them as there was no way I'd ever get through

them.If you are looking for a HELLACIOUSLY HARD crossword, these are for you!
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